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Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc. (AECI)
CoorsTek

Northwest Natural Gas Company
LONZA (SIM-plicity™ Migration)

Sitting or Driving and Lumbar Support
Every year it seems that we are sitting for longer periods of time throughout the day. There are many reasons why this is
occurring. Commutes to and from work have become longer for many of us. We are using electronic devices such as
computers, i-Pads and TV for both work and personal tasks. So how long are you sitting every day? Are you experiencing
any discomfort in your back while you sit, or when you get up after sitting?
Let’s take the time now to review how lumbar support can help protect the spine.
Many office chairs and vehicle seats now offer adjustable lumbar support. When
adjusted correctly, these seats support your lumbar spine in a natural "in-curve". This
positions your spine to distribute pressure more evenly on your spinal discs.
Many of us were taught to place lumbar support at the height of our naval.
But recent advances in office ergonomics have taught us that this is too high and can
actually add to discomfort in the area of you low lumbar and pelvis.
So where should this lumbar support be placed?
Try to position lumbar support about 2 inches below the top of your pelvis. This is the
height of your joint between your low lumbar and sacrum (L5-S1).
Placing the lumbar support at this height does two things.
One, it takes direct pressure off the spine.
Two, it helps support the pelvis and lumbar curve at the same time.
We don’t think about it, but ergonomic chairs and seats are pieces of equipment that
can take unnecessary force off of our spine. So, take a few minutes to adjust your
lumbar support for a good fit and more comfort.

Social Media: Don't forget to follow us!
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SIM-Works™ Client Beta Test Proves Positive
As we come down the home stretch of 2016 we are also closing in on the
completion of our SIM-Works™ mobile app beta test with a few clients. Our
goal was to test functionality and comprehension in a few different client
environments and on different scales over a 3 month period of time.
All indicators and learning from the beta test have been positive. Here is a
summary of the comments and data outputs.
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Easy to log in and out
Intuitive linear progression through the app from start to finish
Very simple and clean
Drives meaningful conversations
Great review tool with animated playback
Observers are recording detailed
comments
Data outputs identify what technique
options are being used or not used
Coaching made easy
No internet connection needed to use
Automatic sync feature when back in Wi-Fi
range insures data is uploaded for
reporting
Administrators are able to focus groups on
just those technique options that apply to
different groups and tasks
A good positive reinforcement tool
Data points out where comprehension gaps
are to pin-point future SIM training needs

Adam Caniparoli
ilovemyjob

Safety In Motion, Inc.
expects to unveil their
first mobile application
to all clients in the
spring of 2017!

Dr. Pepper Snapple Welcomes New Facilitators
KC, pictured far left and Ray Cotts, pictured second from
th
right, co-lead their first trainer seminar on December 7
in North Lake, Illinois.
SIM, Inc. Senior Consultant Andy DuBose reports a job
well done and feels confident Dr. Pepper Snapple is in
good hands with these two new Facilitators.
New Trainer candidates from left to right include Shane,
Tim, Robert, Elisa, Kevin, and Guy.
Congratulations on your Trainer and Facilitator
certifications!
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SIM Seasonal Tip
Shoveling Snow? Point Your Toe and Go®!
BETTER

STRESSED

Twisting and Bending
Reaching to throw snow from the shovel greatly increases
the stress on your spine, shoulders, and knees. Your balance
is also at risk. This is especially hazardous on slick surfaces
like snow and ice.

Point Your Toe and Go®
After scooping the snow and lifting the blade, try pointing
your toe in the direction you will be throwing the snow.
This reduces strain from twisting and bending. This
technique also improves balance and traction.

Tis the Season!
Safety In Motion, Inc. wishes
you all a safe and peaceful
holiday season!
As we ring in 2017, we will
reflect on the wonderful
working relationships we have
with our great clients.
Happy New Year from your
Safety In Motion team!
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